
Erasmus+ Projekt „MIX IT“ -  Zwischenbericht Auslandspraktikum 

ALLGEMEINE DATEN 

Zielstadt: Zielland: 

Fachrichtung:  

Praktikumsjahr / -dauer (in Monaten): 

VOR DEM PRAKTIKUM 

Wo hast du nach deinem Praktikumsplatz gesucht? Wie lange hat die Suche insgesamt gedauert? 

Wie hast du deine Unterkunft im Zielland gefunden und wie hat sich die Zimmersuche gestaltet? 



MEINE ERSTEN WOCHEN IM AUSLAND 

Musstest du dich nach deiner Ankunft um besondere Formalitäten kümmern (Handy, Einwohner-
meldeamt, öffentliche Verkehrsmittel, Finanzen, etc.)? 

Beschreibe kurz deine Einrichtung sowie deinen Tätigkeitsbereich. 

Wie gestaltest du deine Freizeit? 



Was hat dich bisher am meisten überrascht? 

WEITERE ANMERKUNGEN 

Gibt es noch etwas, was du zukünftigen Praktikant*innen mitteilen möchtest? 


	Text1: Grenoble
	Text2: France
	Text3: Neuroscience Master Thesis Project
	Text4: 2022-2023/6 Months
	Text5: Where did you look for your internship position? How long did the search take in total?

That is the final project of my master program, therefore I wanted to work on a project in a field I would like to continue for my PhD. I was reading research papers related to decision making/consciousness/metacognition and kept checking the leading researchers in this field that also attended relevant conferences. For my internship search, I checked their website, checked their collaborators and which projects they are doing. Then, I made a list of the places I wanted to work and sent the email to them. Sometimes, the institutions do also have some open positions announcements so I was also checking them.During my master with these steps, I already have some researchers I have been thinking of sending my application to. Once I started sending emails, setting the meetings with professors/arranging the details of the internship, it totally took around 1 month. 
	Text6: How did you find your accommodation in the target country and what was the room search like?

I have first searched on a website, the search engine recommended, then asked the lab members which websites are more relevant in France (e.g. for Germany, www.wg gesucht.de, for France www.lacartedescolocs.fr). I have sent my applications to the ads I was interested in. Then, I saw some ads from a roommate arrangement agency which was commonly used in Grenoble. After I contacted them, they sent their website which was quite useful. It shows very detailed pictures of the room, and provides service for the flexible term contract/including all supplies. The accommodation was shared with other students with relevant backgrounds, that was also a good point. 

	Text7: Did you have to take care of any special formalities after your arrival (mobile phone, registration office, public transport, finances, etc.)?

I was able to use my mobile phone with internet package roaming within Europe.  
It took approximately 2-3 weeks before arrival for arranging the office/accessing the laboratories.
Upon arrival, for transportation, I wanted to rent the bike or buy second hand because the city was bike-friendly and was more convenient to have a bike. After search, I rented a city bike which was in very good condition.
I had to arrange the finance and it has also taken 2 months to arrange because of preparing the Learning Agreement/ LPNC Contract between countries. 
	Text8: Briefly describe your institution and your area of activity.

I am working in the lab group taking place at LPNC - Laboratory of Psychology and NeuroCognition. The lab is working on many projects such as perceptual consciousness,  metacognitive monitoring,  multisensory integration and unconscious cognition. They recently proposed a model (A leaky evidence accumulation process - LEAP) to understand the dynamics of perceptual experience and it can be a predictor of neural correlates of consciousness. Currently, I am working on whether the brain also accumulates for the absence of stimulus and can be predicted by the LEAP model. 
	Text9: How do you spend your free time?

I am a curious person, and in my free time, I enjoy reading, traveling and meeting new people to exchange language, cultural differences.  I am at my happiest when I am learning new things especially new languages. Being in a new country gives you a perfect environment to get motivated and focus and learn!

	Text10: What has surprised you the most so far?

There is a cliche that says when you ask something to French people in English, mostly they respond back in French. But I was surprised in a positive sense that since I have arrived, people have been helping to me quite friendly and replying my questions in English.  

Another thing is that my internship takes place in Grenoble and the city is surrounded by mountains( Alpes). Maybe it shouldn't be surprising but I was very impressed that the university offers so many opportunities for skiing and mountain sports even though there was one French course with skiing  so half day you can learn French and in the afternoon you can do skiing which seems really cool!




	Text11: Is there anything else you would like to tell future interns?

Doing internships abroad is one of the best ways to explore different work environments and get a chance to enhance your adaptation to a new culture. Don't hesitate and send an email to the researchers in the field you are interested in, you will be surprised how many good responses you will be getting. And a new chapter can start for you as well!




